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ABSTRACT:

The Ballad Health merger of 2018, which combined the now 21 hospitals in the region under one organization, has impacted the healthcare landscape in Northeast Tennessee and Southwest Virginia. Historically, Appalachia has had to persevere through primary physician shortages, a lack of specialty care, geographic obstacles to accessing healthcare, challenges related to substance abuse, and much more. Since the merger of Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health System, little research has been done to assess the perceived impact the aggregation of providers has had on the population it serves. This study utilizes an online survey to better understand the perceived changes in quality and delivery of healthcare provided by Ballad Health in the Tennessee counties of Greene, Washington, Sullivan, Unicoi, Hawkins, Carter, Hancock, and Johnson. After survey data was collected, researchers analyzed participant responses to try to quantify the impact on quality and delivery of healthcare services after the Ballad Merger. The 683 completed surveys showed an almost 2 point difference in overall quality between the two time periods, and a negative trend for every dependent variable that seeks to measure delivery. The data not only shows dissatisfaction with the quality and delivery of services offered by Ballad Health, but a clear negative impact on individuals' perception of healthcare in general.
INTRODUCTION: APPALACHIAN HEALTHCARE AND CHALLENGES

To many Americans, the Appalachian region is characterized by sprawling mountainous landscapes. However, the 26 million Americans who reside in this region experience the unique challenges that exist between each mountain and valley. Appalachia as a whole has historically been an underserved region by policymakers in Washington. This disregard has manifested itself in several ways, most notably shown through the current status of socioeconomic and healthcare disparities.

The healthcare landscape and socioeconomic status are closely intertwined. Individuals who have higher incomes are more likely to be more healthy, and this is increasingly true as people age\(^1\). Achieving a positive outcome on this gradient is difficult for rural Appalachian communities. In September 2022, it was reported that the median household income for rural Appalachians was $42,403\(^2\), as compared to the 2021 national median of $70,784\(^3\). Within this framework, the wide gap in these figures lends itself to suggest the challenges of obtaining and maintaining quality health outcomes in rural Appalachia.

As a whole, the Appalachian region experiences several deviations from the norm of the national healthcare landscape. Access to primary care physicians is fundamental to accessing primary and necessary healthcare services. A 2017 Appalachian Regional Commission report notes that Appalachia’s supply of primary care physicians per 100,000 individuals is 12 percent

lower than the national average\textsuperscript{4}. Additionally, when this is examined by subregion, the numbers become even more dire--Central and Southern Appalachia sit at 33 and 21 percent lower than the national average, respectively\textsuperscript{5}. The challenge of obtaining healthcare in rural Appalachia is also impacted by this obstacle. Compared to their urban counterparts, rural Appalachia’s supply of primary care physicians “is 20 percent lower than the supply in the region’s large metro counties.”\textsuperscript{6} When this challenge is coupled with the aforementioned rural median household income, it contextualizes the difficulties of simply assessing a general physician in parts of Appalachia. Travel to areas that have more healthcare options is costly in terms of time and money.

Furthermore, the Appalachian healthcare landscape struggles to provide specialty care and health outcomes that are on par with non-Appalachian counties. Specialty physicians are few and far between for most Appalachian residents, resulting in longer drive times for care. In practice, this means that residents must incur an increased cost for their time: longer drive time means more time taken off work and wages forgone. In its 2017 Health Disparities report, the Appalachian Regional Commission identified that the supply of specialty physicians was 28 percent lower than the national average and mental health providers rested at 35 percent below the benchmark.\textsuperscript{7} This burden is disproportionately felt by Appalachia’s rural residents, making simply accessing the care they need an obstacle that must be overcome.

The ARC’s Health Disparities report identifies 41 key health indicators, of which Appalachia performs worse than the rest of the United States on 33 of them. Several risk factors
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for negative health outcomes are extremely prevalent throughout the region, including obesity, smoking, and physical inactivity. These factors lead to a higher probability of mortality, which is evident through Appalachia’s rankings on some of the US’s leading causes of death. The report includes 7 of the 10 leading causes of death in America as of 2017, and Appalachian counties had higher mortality rates for all 7 of these than the rest of the nation (heart disease, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), injury, stroke, diabetes, and suicide). Appalachia’s healthcare landscape is progressing, but it is not keeping pace with the rest of the nation. The statistics presented in the ARC report characterize the wide health gap between Appalachia and the rest of the United States. This evaluation provides context for the research question that has motivated this project and the importance of having quality healthcare options in Northeast Tennessee.

Over the past two decades, the Appalachian region has experienced the worst prescription pill epidemic in American history. In the early 21st Century, Appalachian communities were directly targeted by pharmaceutical sales representatives to create demand for their products. Appalachia is home to a lack of public health infrastructure, making it a prime target for aggressive marketing to physicians. This strategy was extremely successful. This success is characterized by the fact that the Department of Health and Human Services reported that in 2017, Appalachian counties posted a 72 percent higher opioid overdose rate than counties outside Appalachia. Moreover, the consequences of this issue touch more than just the primary individual using the pills. The overall public health epidemic the issue creates, coupled with high
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rates of poverty and lack of treatment in rural Appalachian communities, creates a far reaching, multifaceted epidemic within Appalachia.

After years of sustained effort to combat the Opioid Epidemic, the prescription of the physical pain pills have subsided only to reveal new challenges. Local communities are seeing a resurgence in methamphetamine and fentanyl is flooding the market. Synthetic opioids like fentanyl began to rise in 2013.\textsuperscript{11} Fentanyl is 50 to 100 times more potent than morphine\textsuperscript{12}, and its contents are extremely more concentrated than traditionally prescribed opioid painkillers. This highly addictive substance is Appalachia’s newest public health challenge that is threatening health and law enforcement institutions across rural Appalachia. Ultimately, this threat to the stability of public health and the presented existing health challenges exemplify how crucial healthcare availability, quality, and options are in the Appalachian region.

**INTRODUCTION: BALLAD HEALTH**

The Ballad Health System serves rural Appalachian counties in Northeast Tennessee, Southwest Virginia, Northwest North Carolina, and Southeast Kentucky. The organization operates 21 hospitals in Northeast Tennessee and Southwest Virginia and 13 urgent care clinics. Ballad Health was formed in a 2018 merger between two competing healthcare systems: Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems. The merger was initiated in 2014 when Wellmont Health Systems CEO began looking for a partner, citing that the search was financially motivated due to downstream challenges such as “significant reimbursement cuts that continue to come and...the penalties that will also continue to increase, year over year, for

---

\textsuperscript{11} “Understanding the Opioid Overdose Epidemic,” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Accessed April 6, 2023, https://www.cdc.gov/opioids/basics/epidemic.html

failure to meet certain standards.”

Furthermore, the argument presented by system executives was that “the business model for operating a hospital in the Tri-Cities was failing,” resulting in fear of diminished quality at a higher cost for services. This threat alone placed immense pressure on the already delicate healthcare that existed.

Wellmont Health Systems and Mountain States Health Alliance were the only full service systems in Northeast Tennessee and Southwest Virginia before 2018. By definition, when the two systems filed their letter of intent in September 2015, red flags went up to draw attention to the fact that a merged system would create a near total monopoly. The Federal Trade Commission was aware of the proposed merger and initiated its own investigation into the process. For two hospital systems to bypass federal antitrust legislation, the merger must be granted a Certificate of Public Advantage (COPA) by the state. At its most basic level, a COPA in the state of Tennessee is “the written approval by the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) that governs a Cooperative Agreement (a merger) among two or more hospitals.” A COPA is granted if the Tennessee Department of Health determines that the proposed benefits of the merger will outweigh the ensuing disadvantages or consequences that would result from a loss in competition. The Federal Trade Commission determined from its investigation that if the proposed merger were to go through, “the transaction would substantially lessen competition in relevant healthcare markets and that the benefits claimed…would not exceed the likely harm to patients.”

---
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This decision was supported by economic research that substantially reduced competition effectively results in increased prices for a diminished quality of care.\textsuperscript{17}

It should also be noted that the COPA granted for the Ballad Health merger is unique. In order for this merger to happen, a COPA had to be granted by both the state of Tennessee and the state of Virginia. Ballad Health cites the recent trend in rural hospital closures in support of the merger\textsuperscript{18}. Subsequently, Ballad Health reported that the merger would generate savings that could be reinvested into the region, and created binding agreements with the states of Tennessee and Virginia that promise to keep the hospitals in Ballad’s region open.\textsuperscript{19} This agreement is crucial to the wellbeing of the region, as Ballad Health hospitals serve over one million people.

After the completion of the merger in 2018, Ballad has initiated several changes to the local healthcare landscape. In the interest of cost effectiveness, Ballad Health consolidated all Level 1 Trauma services at Johnson City Medical Center in Johnson City, Tennessee. Holston Valley Medical Center in Kingsport, Tennessee was downgraded from a Level 1 Trauma Center to a Level 3 Trauma Center and their NICU was downgraded from a Level 3 (highest) to a Level 1. Bristol Regional Medical Center was downgraded from a Level 2 Trauma Center to a Level 3. Ballad Health CEO noted in 2019 that the changes were made in the interest of achieving the best possible healthcare outcomes for the region, stating that “‘you don't want a trauma center on every corner and you don't want a NICU on every corner because it dilutes volume and hurts quality.’”\textsuperscript{20} Additionally, Ballad Health merged two existing hospitals in Greeneville, Tennessee.

\textsuperscript{17} Speiser, “COPA over FTC Protests”
\textsuperscript{18} “COPA,” Ballad Health, accessed 4 April 2023, https://www.balladhealth.org/copa
\textsuperscript{19} Ballad Health, “COPA”
to allow for further investment and concentrated health expertise in Greeneville.\textsuperscript{21} In Virginia, Emergency Room services were eliminated at Mountain View Regional Hospital in Norton, Virginia on January 5, 2020 to better sustain emergency services at other nearby hospitals.\textsuperscript{22} In total, Ballad Health operates 271 healthcare facilities (hospitals, urgent care, and physician practices) across 17 counties in 3 states. A map of the 21 hospital locations is shown in Figure 1.

![Map of all Ballad Health hospitals](image)

**Figure 1. Map of all Ballad Health hospitals**

**RESEARCH QUESTIONS**

Given the status of Appalachian healthcare and the background of the Ballad Health merger, this research project seeks to answer the question of how the Ballad Health merger has
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changed the perception of quality and delivery of healthcare in the Tennessee counties of Greene, Washington, Sullivan, Unicoi, Hawkins, Carter, Hancock, and Johnson. These 8 Northeast Tennessee counties are within the Ballad coverage area and are situated within the subregions of Central and South Central Appalachia. Based on the available research on topics surrounding this question, this project seeks to explore the following set of questions: 1) how has the aggregation of providers affected quality and delivery of care and 2) will this aggregation negatively impact individuals perception on healthcare as a whole? Variables under consideration include the independent variable, the Ballad Health merger of 2018, and the dependent variables, changes in quality, delivery, and perception of healthcare. The study utilized an individual unit of analysis via an individual survey of the study population.

METHODS

Primary data was collected through an online Qualtrics survey. The survey link and informed consent were shared on the researcher’s personal Facebook page, posted in community Facebook groups of the survey population, and shared on personal Facebook pages by users who chose to do so independently. Using Facebook as a distribution tool allowed for the greatest coverage and access to the intended survey population.

Survey questions were broken down into five primary sections: Introduction, Healthcare Baseline, Interaction with Mountain States Health Alliance (MSHA) and Wellmont Health Systems (WHS), Interaction with Ballad Health System, and Open Ended Response. The survey was structured so that participants would encounter filter questions at the beginning of the survey to ensure they are a part of the survey population. Participants then transitioned to baseline questions which sought to establish healthcare demographics and generalized healthcare choice
The body of the survey was subdivided into two sections to allow for a comparison of the pre and post merger rankings. Participants were first asked to rank MSHA and WHS from 1-7 throughout a series of questions asking about the quality, cost, delivery, and trust in the care they received. Respondents were then asked the rank Ballad Health from 1-7 for the same set of questions. On the scale, a ranking of “1” was the worst and a ranking of “7” was the best. The last section of the survey allowed participants to leave open-ended comments regarding information presented in the survey, Ballad Health, or healthcare in Northeast Tennessee.

RESULTS

Responses were included in the sample if participants completed the survey in full. The sample (n=683) comprised of 7 out of the 8 desired counties. There were no responses from Hancock County. The distribution of respondents is shown below in Figure 2.

![Respondent Distribution by County](image)

Figure 2. County distribution of survey respondents
Figure 3 shows the age distribution of survey respondents. The modal category was ages 40-64.

![Respondent Age Distribution](image)

Figure 3. Age distribution

79% of the respondents have private insurance (n=543), 14% subscribe to a form of public health insurance such as Medicaid or TennCare (n=94), and 7% of respondents did not know their insurance type or had another option (n=51).

Healthcare baseline questions also established a basis for respondent’s positions on healthcare expense, choice, trust, and general accessibility in Northeast Tennessee. Figure 4 shows the distribution of how often respondents seek healthcare services. The histogram is left skewed, meaning that most of the sample utilize healthcare services either Monthly, Quarterly, or Annually. Almost 50% of respondents report utilizing health services Quarterly.
Over 50% of respondents reported that the expense of a healthcare visit “Always” or “Occasionally” affects their decision to seek out services. Figure 5 shows the bimodal distribution of this answer, with answers trending towards “Always, Very Frequently, and Occasionally,” rather than the “Rarely” side of the graph.
Additionally, a baseline was established for respondents' preferred method of care. Figure 6 represents the distribution of respondents, with the most popular options being privately owned clinics (49.7%) and urgent care facilities (26.8%).

Figure 6. Preferred care option of respondents

Respondents were asked to rank their overall trust in medical professionals in the United States. Like in other sections, a 1-7 scale was provided with 1 being the worst and 7 being the best. Figure 7 shows the distribution of response counts for each answer choice. The average trust reported in US medical professionals was 4.11.
Figure 7. Overall trust in US medical professionals

The baseline section concluded with an inquiry into respondents' description of the level of difficulty of receiving healthcare services in Northeast Tennessee. Over 66% of respondents ranked the level of difficulty at “Somewhat difficult,” “Difficult,” or “Very difficult.” A visual distribution of responses is shown below in Figure 8.
The body of the survey sought to compare pre and post merger experiences. Each question asked respondents to rate the variable on a scale of 1 to 7. Respondents ranked the “confidence in knowledge and training” of healthcare providers at Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems an average of 4.91 and providers at Ballad Health an average of 3.48. The distributions are shown in Figure 9.

Respondents ranked medical professionals at Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems “responsiveness to needs” an average of 4.87 and professionals at Ballad Health an average of 3.31. The distributions are shown in Figure 10.
Respondents ranked efficiency (i.e. wait time) at Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems an average of 4.40 and efficiency at Ballad Health an average of 2.74. The distributions are shown in Figure 11.
Respondents ranked effectiveness of care Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems an average of 4.80 and effectiveness at Ballad Health an average of 3.25. The distributions are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Distribution of effectiveness variable

Respondents ranked their “trust in medical professionals” at Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems an average of 4.82 and trust in professionals at Ballad Health an average of 3.30. The distributions are shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13. Distribution of trust in local providers variable

Respondents ranked the availability of healthcare services at Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems an average of 4.75 and availability of services at Ballad Health an average of 3.05. The distributions are shown in Figure 14.

![Availability of Services](image)

**Figure 14. Distribution of availability variable**

Respondents ranked the overall quality of their experience Mountain States Health Alliance and Wellmont Health Systems an average of 4.65 and overall quality at Ballad Health an average of 2.66. The distributions are shown in Figure 15.
Finally, respondents were asked to report their experience with the cost of services. As shown in Figure 16, participants leaned toward “Average” and “Expensive” for services from Mountain States Health Alliance or Wellmont Health Systems. Respondents leaned toward “Expensive” and “Very expensive” for services from Ballad Health.

There were 406 qualitative comments left in the open ended portion of the survey.
### DATA ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>block1responsiveness</th>
<th>block2responsiveness</th>
<th>block1cost_output</th>
<th>block2cost_output</th>
<th>block1training_output</th>
<th>block2training_output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timelived_binary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>0.401 (0.333)</td>
<td>-0.720* (0.259)</td>
<td>-0.204 (0.190)</td>
<td>0.303 (0.169)</td>
<td>0.460 (0.326)</td>
<td>-0.351 (0.250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>0.144 (0.075)</td>
<td>0.182* (0.074)</td>
<td>0.034 (0.042)</td>
<td>-0.076 (0.047)</td>
<td>0.078 (0.074)</td>
<td>0.136 (0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.insurancetype</td>
<td>-0.450* (0.177)</td>
<td>0.113 (0.173)</td>
<td>-0.122 (0.099)</td>
<td>-0.229* (0.112)</td>
<td>-0.283 (0.174)</td>
<td>0.108 (0.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.insurancetype</td>
<td>0.196 (0.243)</td>
<td>0.077 (0.237)</td>
<td>-0.193 (0.136)</td>
<td>-0.195 (0.154)</td>
<td>0.127 (0.239)</td>
<td>0.071 (0.229)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.insurancetype</td>
<td>-0.732 (0.674)</td>
<td>0.958 (0.664)</td>
<td>-0.211 (0.376)</td>
<td>-0.123 (0.427)</td>
<td>-0.954 (0.661)</td>
<td>-0.073 (0.640)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healthcareutilization</td>
<td>0.012 (0.073)</td>
<td>-0.009 (0.071)</td>
<td>-0.020 (0.041)</td>
<td>-0.086 (0.046)</td>
<td>-0.049 (0.072)</td>
<td>0.054 (0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expenseofcare</td>
<td>-0.081* (0.040)</td>
<td>-0.041* (0.038)</td>
<td>0.055* (0.022)</td>
<td>0.080* (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.011 (0.039)</td>
<td>-0.018 (0.037)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UStrstrate</td>
<td>0.422* (0.042)</td>
<td>0.334* (0.041)</td>
<td>-0.040 (0.024)</td>
<td>0.012 (0.027)</td>
<td>0.377* (0.042)</td>
<td>0.396* (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETNhealth</td>
<td>-0.136* (0.042)</td>
<td>-0.491* (0.041)</td>
<td>0.048* (0.024)</td>
<td>0.200* (0.026)</td>
<td>-0.118* (0.041)</td>
<td>-0.459* (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.354* (0.527)</td>
<td>4.668* (0.476)</td>
<td>3.263* (0.297)</td>
<td>2.515* (0.310)</td>
<td>3.497* (0.517)</td>
<td>3.959* (0.459)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.235 (0.085)</td>
<td>0.367 (0.071)</td>
<td>0.040 (0.074)</td>
<td>0.146 (0.069)</td>
<td>0.163 (0.075)</td>
<td>0.382 (0.082)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>652.000</td>
<td>672.000</td>
<td>650.000</td>
<td>671.000</td>
<td>652.000</td>
<td>673.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.05
The above output represents a regression analysis performed on the dependent variables before the Ballad Health merger and after the merger. The analysis distinguishes between residents who have lived in Northeast Tennessee for less than 5 years and more than 5 years (timelived_binary). Additionally, the variable insurance type has also been isolated to better understand the impact having public or private insurance has on the dependent variables. This analysis produced several notable relationships between variables.

Overall, the underlying difference between the data for responsiveness in the Pre Merger vs. Post Merger that explains there is a large difference in between the two periods. Respondents reported a 1.56 point higher ranking for responsiveness on average for the Pre Merger period. However, the above regression shows the relative effect that different variables in the dataset have on each other. In terms of responsiveness of medical professionals, the data shows that before the merger there is no difference between new arrivals (>5 yrs residency) and longer term residents, but that after the merger individuals who have lived in the region longer are more likely to rate the responsiveness of Ballad Health professionals lower. This result was statistically significant. The data shows that individuals with public insurance ranked the Post Merger Ballad Health as having more responsive medical professionals, while individuals with private insurance ranked responsiveness better in the Pre Merger period. The data shows a relationship between the ranking of Northeast Tennessee healthcare (NETNhealth) access and responsiveness for both time periods. Ultimately, the easier a respondent believes it is to access healthcare in NETN, the higher they rated responsiveness of medical providers. This relationship is especially true of the post merger period. In the Pre Merger period, there is a statistically significant relationship that exists between expenseofcare and responsiveness. The less often the cost of a healthcare visit affects an individual's decision to receive medical care, they ranked their medical
care as more responsive to their needs (higher on the scale) in the Pre Merger period. There was no difference Post Merger.

While individuals with public insurance found the Ballad system to be more responsive to their needs, the data shows a parallel relationship with cost. The overall results show that survey respondents find the Ballad system to be more expensive as a whole, but respondents who have public insurance tend to find the Ballad system to be less expensive relative to those with private insurance. This result was statistically significant. Additionally, the relationship between accessibility of Northeast Tennessee healthcare and cost of services is no different between the two time periods: the more difficult respondents report healthcare access to be, the more costly they perceive services to be.

The relationship between training and the constant variables was also consistent between both time periods, showing no real differences. There is a positive relationship between trust of US medical professionals and perceived training of medical professionals Pre and Post Merger. Additionally, the relationship between access to NETN health and training both before and after the merger shows no difference. The relative effect suggests that as individuals believe access to healthcare in NETN is easier, training of medical professionals will be ranked higher.

The general trend of the effectiveness variable, which seeks to measure things like wait time, is negative Post Merger with a right skewed distribution. When examined relative to other variables, the data shows no difference between individuals who have lived in the area >5 years and long term residents before the merger, but shows a major difference after the merger. Individuals who have lived in the region more than 5 years are very likely to rank the effectiveness/wait time of Ballad Health lower. This is a significant finding, as individuals who took the survey who have lived in the area less than 5 years would have nothing to compare the
Pre Merger effectiveness to. The longer respondents have lived in the area, the worse respondents ranked the effectiveness of Ballad Health.

The underlying difference between the trust in medical professionals in the Pre Merger and Post Merger periods is that the trust in professionals before the merger trends positively, while after the merger it trends negatively. For this variable, there is a significant difference present between short term and long term residents. There was no difference between short term and long term residents in the Pre Merger subset, but after the merger, long term residents show a negative relationship with trust. In short, the longer someone has lived in Northeast Tennessee, the less trust they have in the medical professionals they see at Ballad Health facilities.

Finally, like the other dependent variables, the overall trend for availability of services before the merger is positive, and the trend after the merger is negative. The analysis of the data allows for greater exploration of the relative effects of different variables, and insurance type most affected a respondents relationship to service availability. Individuals with private insurance tended to rank service availability higher in the Pre Merger period, while individuals with public insurance preferred the Ballad Health system. This observation, along with the data from the response variable, suggests that individuals with public insurance have a more positive perception of Ballad Health, its services, and its delivery.

DISCUSSION

The focus of this project is to understand how the Ballad Health merger has affected the perception of quality and delivery of healthcare in Northeast Tennessee. The knowledge and training, effectiveness, trust in medical professionals, and overall quality of experience variables sought to quantify the changes in quality of care. From the raw data, it is very clear that the
survey population believes there has been a significant decrease in quality of care following the Ballad Merger. Every dependent variable trends negatively after the merger in 2018— the effectiveness of care and trust in professionals variable see a difference of 1.5 points between their averages. The overall quality of experience, however, experienced the most stark difference between their average scores at almost 2 points. The conglomeration of all the variables in the survey had a significant impact on the overall quality of an individual’s experience, and this is represented by the steep negative trend in the response distribution.

Because Ballad Health is effectively a medical monopoly, having good healthcare quality is essential. Residents do not have additional inpatient health options unless they travel outside the Ballad Health region. Additionally, quality was a primary concern of the Federal Trade Commission prior to the merger, who found in their own investigation that the merger would cause competitive harm and result in diminished quality. 23 The data presented in this survey supports the FTC’s stance on quality, as every dependent variable that seeks to measure quality has a clear negative trend.

Respondents elaborated on the merger’s effect on quality in the qualitative response section of the survey. Individual’s concerns mirror those of the FTC, citing that prices are going up and quality is going down due to the lack of systems to compete with and the fact there is “...no competition in physician recruiting, nurse recruiting, etc. so when adequate compensatory contracts are not offered, we are dredging the bottom of the barrel in terms of physician recruitment and employment.” This statement brings light to secondary concerns regarding the quality of experience that patients are having: recruitment of professionals. Citizens expecting “bottom of the barrel” employees is a major concern for long term trends in quality of care. If the community cannot invest in the system and expect a certain quality level of care, that system’s
operational capacity is endangered. This is extremely dangerous for the region Ballad Health serves, as the Appalachian region as a whole lacks access to basic services and primary care physicians as compared to other areas of the United States. Gutting services means that residents truly have no other place to turn.

The culture of diminished quality extends beyond community members. The survey was intentionally constructed as anonymous so the opinions of Ballad employees and medical professionals could be captured. Primary concerns at the intersection of quality and recruitment are cost of services and employee pay. This was repeatedly mentioned by the survey population, as it is detailed by this respondent:

As a medical professional myself, I feel compelled to speak out against threats to my community and colleagues. Ballad Health has the unfortunate distinction of being both. The quality of care offered to residents in this area is not only extremely limited and poor quality, it is also prohibitively expensive. Ballad chooses to pay healthcare workers in our region significantly less than their counterparts employed outside our region, which drives their low staffing crisis and increases patient wait times, as well as preventing qualified, competent specialists from offering services in our area. The limited services that are offered are billed at rates substantially higher than other healthcare systems with no clarity or explanations offered to patients about these billing practices. Unfortunately, for many residents in the Tri Cities, it is both cheaper and faster to travel to Knoxville or Asheville for care. Sadly, for our most vulnerable residents, this is not an option.

If professionals feel that Ballad is not offering competitive contracts, there is little to no incentive for quality, non local professionals to relocate and serve the Ballad Health system when they can be paid higher rates elsewhere. Additionally, recruitment has a major bearing on the staffing strain within hospitals. Less nurses and staff results in increased wait time for residents. This affects the overall quality of care and diversity of services the system is equipped to provide.

Parallel with FTC concerns, diminished care being offered at a “prohibitively expensive” price is a dangerous intersection. This was measured in the survey by the effect of expense on
healthcare utilization, in which over 65% of respondents reported that the expense of a healthcare visit “Always, Very frequently, or Occasionally” affects their decision to see a medical professional. Cost being a major barrier to care contradicts the mission of healthcare to improve the wellbeing of a community. If people cannot access the care in the first place, they will forgo attention from medical professionals and measurements of community health will continue to be stagnant.

Residents in the Ballad region have no other options for inpatient hospital services, and many cite a frustration with diminished care at high costs. To circumvent this system, many respondents cite traveling extensive distances for care outside the Ballad region. Most commonly, individuals cited traveling to Asheville, North Carolina or to the University of Tennessee Medical Center in Knoxville, Tennessee to receive care. This is an option for those who do not want to utilize the Ballad Health system; however, this is only true for those in which cost is not a barrier. Accessible care is affordable care, and for those who cannot afford to travel outside the Ballad system or afford services within the Ballad system, care is not accessible. The average median household income for the 8 surveyed counties in 2020 was $45,461,24 and the state of Tennessee reported a median household income of $58,516 in 2021.25 The income disparity present in Northeast Tennessee restricts its most vulnerable residents from traveling to receive services outside the Ballad region. Traveling to receive care is a privilege and for many residents this privilege is not an option. The only available choice is the system that exists, and if that system is not offering an adequate level of care, then residents are ultimately at risk.

The variables responsiveness to needs, efficiency, and availability of services sought to quantify the delivery portion of the research question. Each of these dependent variables had a

negative trend after the merger, with the biggest impact on availability of services (a difference of $\sim 1.7$) and the lowest average ranking in efficiency (2.74). From the raw data, a decrease in the perception of delivery of care is clear.

The negative trend in wait time is due to two factors: ER wait time and wait time to get an appointment to see a specialist. Several communities have moved forward after ER closures in their hospitals, and the strain on staffing in nearby facilities results in little to no improvement in the efficiency of an ER visit. Many respondents offered personal experiences in Ballad ER facilities, citing double digit wait times for services and observations that “at any given time the ER is over run with patients spilling out into the hall ways.” 26 The lack of staff and available beds make receiving care in the emergency department extremely difficult for residents. In turn, these deficits make receiving care in a true emergency equally difficult, to the point community members feel that “staff are so busy it makes care dangerous.” 27 Staffing shortages are a concern of those who work or have worked in these hospitals as well. A Pre Merger nurse observed that “the turnover rate is so great that there are very few familiar faces” 28 and wait times are exponentially higher. Turnover in these situations is attributed to staff moving to other hospital systems, quitting to do travel nursing, retiring early, or changing careers altogether. 29 If a hospital lacks the staff to serve individuals who need care, it is difficult to improve the delivery of services.

Complications with extensive wait times can unintentionally bleed into the perception of the availability of services a facility can offer. Ultimately, if community members are waiting an excessive amount of time to see a medical professional in the emergency room or for a specialty
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appointment, that service becomes effectively unavailable to them. If a community member believes a service is unavailable, it can influence their decision to seek medical care in the first place, no matter the cost. This was expressed by several community members, who feel that “the wait time alone, the lack of an available room, and the debt I owe after insurance always makes me delay seeking treatment.”\(^{30}\) At this point, to seek treatment means an individual is seriously ill and waiting until health deteriorates to this point is very dangerous. The decision to receive medical care should be an easy one— if an individual requires medical attention, one should not have to labor over the decision on if care is accessible enough. These observations, coupled with the quantitative data from the survey, exhibit a perceived decrease in delivery of care, with a primary concern being the availability of emergency services.

Another major factor in assessing the delivery of care is its cost. After the merger, Ballad Health has few or no competitors in the area which has an adverse impact on price. If prices are inflated because of a lack of competition, residents are cornered into paying this price unless they drive to another region or state. Many residents expressed that Ballad Health’s services are “very overpriced and have cornered the market leaving few choices for healthcare.”\(^{31}\) One of the few choices left in the market is Holston Medical Group, an “independent, physician-owned and led organization”\(^{32}\) that serves Northeast Tennessee and Southwest Virginia. HMG operates three outpatient diagnostic centers in Bristol, Johnson City, and Kingsport, Tennessee. These centers provide diagnostic imaging including MRI, ultrasound, X-ray, and CT scans. HMG provides a “Diagnostic Price Transparency” table that compares the cost of their services with Ballad
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Health’s services. Figure 17 shows a few examples of the price comparisons Holston Medical Group reports residents can expect between the two service providers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MRI</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>*Ballad Health</th>
<th>**HMG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76700</td>
<td>Ultrasound Abdominal</td>
<td>$625</td>
<td>$241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71550</td>
<td>Chest w/o Contrast</td>
<td>$3,560</td>
<td>$936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI Brain w/o Contrast</td>
<td>$3,560</td>
<td>$857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71101</td>
<td>X-ray Chest &amp; Ribs</td>
<td>$406</td>
<td>$81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70450</td>
<td>CT Head</td>
<td>$3,129</td>
<td>$370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. HMG price comparison chart

For many of these services, the Ballad price is several times higher than the HMG cost. This phenomenon is in line with predictions by the Federal Trade Commission on the dangers of a medical monopoly. Furthermore, within the context of quality of care, residents reported that the “cost of services in comparison to the service you actually receive do not equate.”

While this is detrimental to the quality of care available to residents of the Ballad region as a whole, its effects are again disproportionately felt by those who cannot afford to travel outside the region to receive care. If individuals do not have the means to access care elsewhere, they are cornered
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into utilizing what’s geographically available within their county. This can contribute to an accepted community culture of underutilizing healthcare services and not seeing a medical professional when needed, which ultimately impacts the Appalachian region’s health outcomes as a whole.

A recurring theme addressed by survey respondents was the desire to travel extensive distances to receive care outside of the Ballad region. In the surrounding region of Eastern Kentucky, Southwest Virginia, and Western North Carolina, Johnson City Medical Medical Center is the only Level 1 Trauma Center. Nationally, Medicare rates hospitals for their overall performance across 5 key areas of quality and assigns hospitals a rating from 1 to 5. These measures include mortality, safety of care, readmission, patient experience, and timely and effective care. 34 As of January 25, 2023, Medicare ranks Johnson City Medical Center an overall ranking of 1 out of 5. UT Medical Center, a Level 1 Trauma Center in Knoxville, Tennessee that is not part of the Ballad system, is ranked a 4 out of 5. Bristol Regional Medical Center and Holston Valley Medical Center, Level 3 Trauma Centers in the Ballad Health system, both earned overall rankings of 2 out of 5. These rankings, which are decided by a national entity, further raise the issue of the detrimental impact to quality and delivery of care to residents in the Ballad Health region.

When the two systems merged, the difficulty of operating a business model for the Tri Cities was cited as a motivating factor for the monopoly. Because of the merger, new concerns on the continued sustainability of healthcare facilities have emerged. Personal experiences have seriously affected the level of trust individuals have in their local hospitals, as a recurring statement left in the open ended portion of the survey notes the unfortunate frequency of which

residents choose to “travel to different states just to get care and will continue to do so until we have better care locally.” If residents continue to feel that it is cheaper and faster to travel to Knoxville, TN or Asheville, NC to receive care rather than a hospital within their own county, the model that was created will not be sustainable for those who have no other choice.

While this project demonstrates a decline in the quality and delivery of healthcare following the Ballad merger, there are also limitations to the findings. The survey used to gather the data could only reach individuals who saw the Facebook post. If the post was not shared to their feed or if individuals do not have Facebook they could not be surveyed. Additionally, because it was a voluntary survey, there is a selection bias associated with the results. Participants self selected to be a part of the project, leading to responses from individuals who likely feel very positively or negatively about the topic. The topic of the impact of COVID-19 on hospital systems both locally and nationally was not addressed in this project. However, this does not mean the results are not valid. If the study was reproduced, a more concerted effort should be executed to reach all demographics of the population in Northeast Tennessee.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the data and analysis presented in this project exhibit a clear negative trend in the perception of quality and delivery of healthcare following the Ballad Health merger in 2018. The aggregation of providers has had a negative impact on the perception of the healthcare landscape in Northeast Tennessee. Prior to the merger, the Federal Trade Commission openly listed concerns regarding a decrease in quality of care coupled with an increase in prices if the Ballad Merger was successful. The results, commentary, and analysis presented in this project
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support the stance taken by the Federal Trade Commission. The data suggests that residents have perceived a decrease in quality of care with evidence of price increases as well.

The Ballad Merger has left dozens of communities in South Central Appalachia with few other options. Given the overarching Appalachian healthcare landscape in which the Ballad system exists, it is essential for an organization of this size to provide residents with what they perceive to be quality options for a reasonable price. Operating a network of rural hospitals is a difficult business model; however, finding a balance for the benefit of residents is essential. If no balance can be found, the future of healthcare in Northeast Tennessee is ultimately precarious.
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APPENDIX A

STATA Data Management Do File

```stata
#delimit ;
drop A B C D E F G H I J;
rename K county;
rename L timelivedincounty;
rename M age;
rename N insurancetype;
rename O healthcareutilization;
rename P expenseofcare;
rename Q primaryhealthoption;
rename R Ustrustrate;
rename S NETNhealth;
rename T block1training;
rename U block1responsiveness;
rename V block1waittime;
rename W blockleffectiveness;
rename X block1trust;
rename Y block1availability;
rename Z block1overallquality;
rename AA block1cost;
rename AB block2training;
rename AC block2responsiveness;
rename AD block2waittime;
rename AE block2effectiveness;
rename AF block2trust;
rename AG block2availability;
rename AH block2overallquality;
rename AI block2cost;
rename AJ openended;
replace county = "1" if county == "Carter";
replace county = "2" if county == "Greene";
replace county = "3" if county == "Hancock";
replace county = "4" if county == "Hawkins";
replace county = "5" if county == "Johnson";
replace county = "6" if county == "Sullivan";
replace county = "7" if county == "Unicoi";
replace county = "8" if county == "Washington";
replace county = "9" if county == "Other";
destring county, replace;
drop if county == 9;
```
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replace age = "1" if age == "18-25" ;
replace age = "2" if age == "25-39" ;
replace age = "3" if age == "40-64" ;
replace age = "4" if age == "65-79" ;
replace age = "5" if age == "80-100" ;
desrtign age, replace ;

replace timelivedincounty = "1" if timelivedincounty == "Less than 5 years" ;
replace timelivedincounty = "2" if timelivedincounty == "5-15 years" ;
replace timelivedincounty = "3" if timelivedincounty == "15-30 years" ;
replace timelivedincounty = "4" if timelivedincounty == "30-50 years" ;
replace timelivedincounty = "5" if timelivedincounty == "50+ years" ;
desrtign timelivedincounty, replace ;

replace insurancetype = "1" if insurancetype == "Private health insurance" ;
replace insurancetype = "2" if insurancetype == "Public health insurance" ;
replace insurancetype = "3" if insurancetype == "Other" ;
replace insurancetype = "4" if insurancetype == "Don't know" ;
desrtign insurancetype, replace ;

replace healthcareutilization = "1" if healthcareutilization == "Never" ;
replace healthcareutilization = "6" if healthcareutilization == "Daily" ;
replace healthcareutilization = "5" if healthcareutilization == "Weekly" ;
replace healthcareutilization = "4" if healthcareutilization == "Monthly" ;
replace healthcareutilization = "3" if healthcareutilization == "Quarterly" ;
replace healthcareutilization = "2" if healthcareutilization == "Annually" ;
desrtign healthcareutilization, replace ;

replace expenseofcare = "6" if expenseofcare == "Always" ;
replace expenseofcare = "5" if expenseofcare == "Very frequently" ;
replace expenseofcare = "4" if expenseofcare == "Occasionally" ;
replace expenseofcare = "3" if expenseofcare == "Rarely" ;
replace expenseofcare = "2" if expenseofcare == "Very Rarely" ;
replace expenseofcare = "1" if expenseofcare == "Never" ;
desrtign expenseofcare, replace ;
replace primaryhealthoption = "1" if primaryhealthoption == "Hospital (appointment)";
replace primaryhealthoption = "2" if primaryhealthoption == "Urgent care";
replace primaryhealthoption = "3" if primaryhealthoption == "Emergency room";
replace primaryhealthoption = "4" if primaryhealthoption == "Small privately owned clinics";
replace primaryhealthoption = "5" if primaryhealthoption == "I do not ever seek medical attention";
replace primaryhealthoption = "6" if primaryhealthoption == "Other";

describe primaryhealthoption, replace;

replace NETNhealth = "1" if NETNhealth == "Very easy";
replace NETNhealth = "2" if NETNhealth == "Easy";
replace NETNhealth = "3" if NETNhealth == "Somewhat easy";
replace NETNhealth = "4" if NETNhealth == "Neither easy nor difficult";
replace NETNhealth = "5" if NETNhealth == "Somewhat difficult";
replace NETNhealth = "6" if NETNhealth == "Difficult";
replace NETNhealth = "7" if NETNhealth == "Very difficult";
describe NETNhealth, replace;

replace block1cost = "1" if block1cost == "Very inexpensive";
replace block1cost = "2" if block1cost == "Inexpensive";
replace block1cost = "3" if block1cost == "Average";
replace block1cost = "4" if block1cost == "Expensive";
replace block1cost = "5" if block1cost == "Very expensive";
describe block1cost, replace;

replace block2cost = "1" if block2cost == "Very inexpensive";
replace block2cost = "2" if block2cost == "Inexpensive";
replace block2cost = "3" if block2cost == "Average";
replace block2cost = "4" if block2cost == "Expensive";
replace block2cost = "5" if block2cost == "Very expensive";
describe block2cost, replace;

gen responsiveness_difference = block2responsiveness - block1responsiveness;
gen timelived_binary = 1 if timelivedincounty > 1;
#delimit;

regress block1responsiveness timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block1responsiveness_output;

regress block2responsiveness timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block2responsiveness_output;

regress block1cost timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block1cost_output;

regress block2cost timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block2cost_output;

regress block1training timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block1training_output;

regress block2training timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block2training_output;

regress block1waittime timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block1waittime_output;

regress block2waittime timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block2waittime_output;

regress block1effectiveness timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block1effectiveness_output;

regress block2effectiveness timelived_binary age i.insurancetype healthcareutilization expenseofcare UStrustrate NETNhealth;
estimates store block2effectiveness_output;

regress block1trust timelived_binary age i.insurancetype
Lines 54 through 69 were borrowed with permission from a completed project by Dr. Jonathan Ring. Labels were not changed, but this did not affect the data outcomes of this project.